
3 ways to
ELEVATE
We all share a responsibility.

We each have a role to create a

society where every person has

the economic and political

power to thrive. We have

collected resources and

recommendations from Black

leaders and educators to help

you become a partner in the

effort to dismantle systemic

racism.
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UNLEARN WHAT YOU

THOUGHT YOU KNEW

It’s okay to change our opinion about something

when we recieve new information. That’s growth,

that's how we evolve. It does not mean we are a

hypocrites. Rather, It means you can no longer

ignore  that systemic racism in America exists

and affects how people of color live, learn, work

and even play. 

There are countless resources available

(documentaries, books, articles, podcasts, Netflix

shows) to continue your education about race,

systemic racism and tools to take action. Below

are few examples to get you started.

WATCH

Just Mercy (Free online for the month of June) 

The Racial Wealth Gap, Explained (S1, Episode 1 on Netflix) 

When They See Us (Ava DuVernay, Netflix) 

If Beale Street Could Talk (Barry Jenkins, Hulu)

READ

How to be Anti-Racist by Dr. Ibram X Kendi 

I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings by Maya Angelou 

So You Want to Talk about Race by Ijeoma Oluo

75 Things White People Can Do For Racial Justice

How Well-Intentioned White Families Can Perpetuate Racism 

Who Gets To Be Afraid in America

Books

Quick Reads

LISTEN

How White Parents Can Talk to Their Kids About Race (NPR 10 min listen)  

1619 (A NYT Audio Series)

About Race (Podcast Series with Reni Eddo-Lodge)

Code Switch (A NPR podcast series that tackles the subject of race head on)

" You are personally
responsible for becoming

more ethical than the society
you grew up in."

 
- Cory Booker 
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https://www.justmercyfilm.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mqrhn8khGLM
https://www.innocenceproject.org/central-park-five-tragedy-reframed-in-netflix-series-when-they-see-us/?utm_source=google&utm_medium=paid&utm_campaign=fy20eoy&gclid=CjwKCAjw26H3BRB2EiwAy32zhecmPVr-rK17ceKlZaKw2nnPeqbMxd3cgSwy8aN8qtwcUaXnBrh86hoCjPEQAvD_BwE
https://www.hulu.com/movie/if-beale-street-could-talk-a862614d-c49e-4208-b934-1476963896fe?&cmp=7958&utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=BM+Search+TV+Shows&utm_term=if+beale+street+could+talk+film&ds_rl=1263136&gclid=CjwKCAjw26H3BRB2EiwAy32zhWS68V2GtKFc1_0oRNeCDOaFZiUxH_8k8akMNMTfVhoTsPY1mCclfhoClo4QAvD_BwE&gclsrc=aw.ds
https://bookshop.org/books/how-to-be-an-antiracist/9780525509288
https://bookshop.org/books/i-know-why-the-caged-bird-sings/9780345514400
https://bookshop.org/books/so-you-want-to-talk-about-race/9781580058827
https://medium.com/equality-includes-you/what-white-people-can-do-for-racial-justice-f2d18b0e0234
https://www.theatlantic.com/family/archive/2018/09/white-kids-race/569185/
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/05/ahmaud-arbery/611539/
https://www.npr.org/2020/06/03/869071246/how-white-parents-can-talk-to-their-kids-about-race
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/01/23/podcasts/1619-podcast.html
https://www.aboutracepodcast.com/trailer
https://www.npr.org/podcasts/510312/codeswitch


HAVE “THE TALK”

WITH YOUR WHITE

FRIENDS AND FAMILY

Have uncomfortable conversations about

racism with other white people in your life. You

do not have to be a social activist to speak up.

It’s within your own friend’s circle, your own

family you can start with. Here are some

examples of frequent comments and responses

to help you reflect, respond, and guide future

conversations.

“I DON’T SEE COLOR, WE ARE ALL ONE HUMAN RACE”

Take note: While we are all human and biologically the same, the deliberate and long-lasting policies targeting

Black Americans inevitably has made their experiences vastly different from White Americans. To say that you don’t

see race means you don’t see Black oppression, marginalization, or the discrimination Black Americans face daily.

This diminishes black suffering and excuses white Americans from a responsibility to be anti-racist. Seeing race

enables us to combat racism.
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“YOU THINK SOMETHING I SAID WAS RACIST? YOU MISUNDERSTOOD ME.”

Take note: When individuals perpetuate racism, it’s often unintentional. They may have had good intentions. Still,

racist acts are defined by their impact, not their intent. Give black people the benefit of the doubt when they call

out racism. Rather than suggesting they lack understanding or intelligence, listen first and learn from them about

how to confront racist ideologies.

“WHITE PRIVILEGE ISN’T REAL. I HAVE STRUGGLED IN MY LIFE. I HAVE HAD

TO WORK HARD FOR WHAT I HAVE.”

Take note: We were all born with advantages and disadvantages. “White Privilege does not mean that your life has

not been hard. It simply means that your skin tone is not one of the causes of your struggles.” – Ellie Keegan

WHEN YOU OR SOMEOME SAYS

"Don't ignore something  because it
makes you uncomfortable."

- Dom Roberts 
@domrobxrts



“I’M NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR WHAT MY ANCESTORS DID. AM I SUPPOSED

TO FEEL BAD ABOUT THAT?”

Take Note: We are living in a society that was built on the backs of Black people for the benefit of White people.

Generational wealth, prosperity, and opportunity benefit White people. Recognize that injustice didn’t stop with our

ancestors. White people are presently benefitting from the very systems that marginalize Black people. Feel

convicted to reconcile today’s injustices.
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“AS A WHITE PERSON, I’M DISCRIMINATED AGAINST BECAUSE OF

REVERSE RACISM”

Take Note: Racism requires both prejudice and power. You may face prejudice, but not racism because your race is

in power. The criminal justice system favors White people, social institutions favor White people and White culture,

and internalized prejudices attribute favorable traits to White people. White people are irrefutably in the place of

power, so reverse racism cannot exist.

“ALL LIVES MATTER”

Take Note: To work toward equity for all people we must start with advocacy for the most marginalized. “All lives

matter” overlooks systemic injustice plaguing the Black community. “All lives matter’ has been weaponized to silence

the cries of the unheard. “All lives matter” promptly ends progress before it starts. 

“I’M NOT A RACIST”

Take Note: Self reflect on your own feelings towards

Black people. What did it tell you? 

Racism is often subconscious. It's possible to make a

racist remark even if you have Black friends and

relatives you cherish, donated to anti-racist causes

and marched for civil rights. People have a tendency

to respond to an accusation of racism by sharing this

kind of personal history. 

 

Focus on how to be anti-racist rather than

convincing others you’re not racist.

WHEN YOU OR SOMEOME SAYS

We said -> ‘Black lives matter’ Never said -> ‘Only Black lives Matter’
We know -> ‘All Lives Matter’ We just need your help with 'Black Lives Matter'

for Black Lives are in Danger - @teresabaker11 

"Change how you understand what it
means to be anti-racist, and then act on

that understanding. Because if you change
your understanding, but don't do anything

different, you're colluding. "
- Robin Diangelos

 @diangelorobin



Frequently Asked Questions

What does White Fragility mean? 

White fragility is the defensive reaction White people have when

their ideas about racism and race are challenged. Allowing

yourself to take a step back and listen to others when they

discuss their racial experience with you might be uncomfortable.

You might feel inclined to toss an 'I would never do/say that’ into

the conversation. Rather, allow yourself to open up to

understanding the plight of others without keeping your guard

up and listen first. Conversations about racism, especially when

the conversations are about racist White people, do not

specifically mean you, just because you are White. It might be

difficult, but it is necessary step to recognize racism. 

 

What about “my struggles”?

While it may be a well-intentioned attempt at empathy, this

conversational pivot prioritizes your struggles over racial

discrimination. In drawing comparisons to your own life, you’re

putting yourself at the center of an issue that has nothing to do

with you. This mental comparison can help you empathize, but

you’ll never feel the burden of racism.”
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“The beauty of anti-racism is that you
don’t have to pretend to be free of racism

to be an anti-racist. Anti-racism is the
commitment to fighting racism wherever

you find it, including in yourself. And
that’s the only way forward.” 

 
- Ijeoma Oluo 

@Ijeomaoluo

WHAT DOES 'DEFUND THE

POLICE' MEAN? 

(WE WERE CONFUSED TOO)
 

Defund the Police means that  

Police will be funded, but will not be
overfunded.
Police should focus on crimes and

criminals. Police are not mental health

counselors, not social workers, not

medical professionals, not education

specialists. Police should not be

responsible for everything.

 

"The people who respond to crises
in our community should be the

people who are best-equipped to
deal with those crises" - MPD150

 

Defunding the police typically does not

mean getting rid of the police

altogether. Rather, it would mean

reducing police budgets and

reallocating those funds to crucial and

often neglected areas like education,

public health, housing, and youth

services. It’s predicated on the belief

that investing in communities would

act as a better deterrent to crime by

directly addressing societal problems

like poverty, mental illness, and

homelessness — issues that advocates

say police are poorly equipped to

handle, and yet are often tasked with. 

 

 

"San Francisco police officers will be
replaced with trained, unarmed

professionals to respond to calls for
help on noncriminal matters
involving mental health, the

homeless, school discipline and
neighbor disputes, as part of a new

wave of police reforms." 
- LA Times

THIS IS ALREADY HAPPENING



“if you protested/said it peacefully, more people would

listen to you” 

What I said/did is not racist” 

“Racism doesn’t exist anymore” 

“It was just a joke, calm down” 

 “_______ people are racist too” 

“Why is it always about race” 

“Are you sure that’s what happened?” 

“Just to play devil’s advocate here…” 

“In my opinion, I don’t think that they were being racist, I

think…” 

What is the problem with being ‘not racist’? 

It is a claim that signifies neutrality: ‘I am not a racist, but neither

am I aggressively against racism.’ But there is no neutrality in the

racism struggle. One either allows racial inequalities to persevere,

as a racist, or confronts racial inequalities, as an antiracist. 

– Ibram X. Kendi

 

What is Racial Gaslighting? 

Gaslighting is when someone manipulates information to make

a victim question their own experience, memory or reality. People

who gaslight often do this to avoid having to take accountability

or avoid having to feel guilty for the fact that they benefit from

something that harms someone else. 

 

 

As White people, we have never had to experience being in a

Black body. As White people, we should be more concerned

about how to be anti-racist rather than arguing with someone

about not being a racist. As White people, we should not

“educate” Black people about their own experiences.

 

 

Frequently Asked Questions
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YIKES!

I have said these things without

realizing that they caused pain. 

These statements are often times

unintentional. regardless of your

intentions. Accept and understand your

error. Recognize racial inequaliites.

Confront your internalized prejudices by

learning more about racism." 

 

- Marie Bewecham 

@wastefreemarie 

 

- 

  - 



I can get pulled over by the police and not fear

for my safety or my life

I can go to the store and not feel hassled,

followed, or watched by the employees

I can trust that my children will learn about the

true and full history of their race in school 

I can turn on the tv or open a newspaper and

see people of my race widely represented 

I can use credit cards and not be questioned

I can wear my hair naturally without people

asking to touch it

I can walk behind people without suspicion 

I can speak without comments on my

articulation 

I can easily buy books, movies, magazines, dolls

and toys featuring people of my race

Band-Aids and Bandages most times match my

skin

I can do well in a challenging situation without

being called a ‘credit to my race’ 

I can easily find someone to cut my hair

White privilege
checklist 
Why do people keep saying
white people have ‘privilege’?
Here is a “white privilege”
checklist to help explain.
Check all that apply to you.
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ELEVATE Mentors the Whole Student

By walking with students through school, tough times, new experiences, college planning, and career vision, we

can take a lifelong, holistic approach. ELEVATE is there for these students from elementary school through their

college launch.
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INVEST IN URBAN

STUDENTS OF COLOR

If you consider yourself successful, chances are,

somewhere along your journey there were people

who encouraged or pushed you towards your

potential. It may have been a parent, a teacher, a

relative, or a mentor.

Unfortunately, many of today’s urban youth lack this

positive guidance, resulting in alarming dropout, teen

pregnancy, and incarceration rates. A system already

stacked against them becomes that much harder to

navigate.  That’s where ELEVATE comes in; with

meaningful relationships, opportunities, and

experiences that shape students into the young

adults we know they can become.

ELEVATE Orlando students have the support to

complete high school boasting a 100%

graduation rate in the past 3 years.

96% PLACEMENT RATE

Students who are given the tools, personal

attention, and hope needed in high school go on to

succeed in college, vocational school, and the

military

AT ELEVATE ORLANDO WE BELIEVE IN

INVESTING IN THE NEXT GENERATION OF

LEADERS. IT'S CRUCIAL EVERY STUDENT

HAS AN OPPORTUNITY TO SUCCEED. LEARN

MORE ABOUT ELEVATE AND HOW YOU CAN

SUPPORT OUR FUTURE LEADERS AT

ELEVATEORLANDO.COM

98%  GRADUATION RATE OVER 10 YEARS
 

THE APPROACH WORKS 
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KEEP UNLEARNING

YOUR WORK DOES NOT STOP HERE

You may be experiencing a range of emotions (guilt, sadness, anger, defensiveness). You

may also feel overwhelmed and have information fatigue. This is normal, but this does

not mean that your work is done. You have a responsibility to use your privilege, voice and

resources to achieve racial justice. 

Be open to new experiences, ideas and conversations. Education is the first step, as knowledge often

leads to action. Be patient, be correctable, and be vigilant. We are all in this together, and we hope

to continue these conversations to facilitate a growing community of support,

5 Things We All Have In Common
 

The capacity to love. 
The capacity to change. 
The capacity to listen. 

The capacity to influence. 
The capacity to act. 

 
May the power you have inside you be used

for good. To unlearn toxic ways of being and
decide what you thought was fine to ignore

no longer is and become a champion for
love and kindness. 

 
- Adrian Michael  

 

"Achieving racial justice is a
marathon, not a sprint. 
Our work is to fix what we
broke and left broken."  
 
- Corinne Shutack
 



SOURCES AND FURTHER UNLEARNING 

This education piece was sourced from a range of different voices. Thank you to all

the leaders, activists, educators, and caring citizens who shared their expertise. 
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Alyssa Klein, Sarah Sophie Flicker, Anti Racism Resources

Brookings Institute, The Importance of Diverse Teachers

CNN, Scottie Andrews, There's a Growing Call to Defund the Police, Here's What

it Means

Do Something.org, 11 Facts about Systemic Racism

Jacquelyn Ogorchukwu Iyamah, follow and support @ogorchukwuu Racial

Gaslighting Explainer 

Marie Beecham, follow and support: @wastefreemarie, How to Ally, Anti Racism

Action Steps, How to Respond to Racist Comments 

New York Civil Liberties Union, Stop and Frisk Data

Rachel Cargle, follow and support @rachel.cargle the Great Unlearn 

Robert DiAngelo, White Fragility: Why It's So Hard for White People to Talk

About Racism

So You Want to Talk About, follow and support

@soyouwanttotalkabout Resources

The Atlantic, Annie Lowery America Needs to Rethink its Priorities for the Whole

Criminal Justice System 

The Cut, Amanda Arnold What does it Mean to Defund the Police

US Department of Justice, Contacts between the Police and the Public, a report

Washington Post, Rebecca Hains, Dear Fellow White People, Here's What to Do if

You're Called a Racist

 

SOURCES

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BRlF2_zhNe86SGgHa6-VlBO-QgirITwCTugSfKie5Fs/edit
https://www.brookings.edu/research/the-importance-of-a-diverse-teaching-force/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/06/06/us/what-is-defund-police-trnd/index.html
https://www.dosomething.org/us/facts/11-facts-about-racial-discrimination#fn2
https://www.buzzfeed.com/lizmrichardson/racial-gaslighting-instagram-explainer
https://www.buzzfeed.com/lizmrichardson/racial-gaslighting-instagram-explainer
https://www.instagram.com/p/CA8FJhIhhRt/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CBJOQl3BbrT/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CBBTQ7kgT1S/
https://www.nyclu.org/en/stop-and-frisk-data
https://www.patreon.com/thegreatunlearn
https://www.patreon.com/thegreatunlearn
https://www.amazon.com/White-Fragility-People-About-Racism/dp/0807047414
https://www.instagram.com/soyouwanttotalkabout/
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/06/defund-police/612682/
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/06/defund-police/612682/
https://www.bjs.gov/content/pub/pdf/cpp15.pdf
https://www.washingtonpost.com/outlook/dear-fellow-white-people-heres-what-to-do-when-youre-called-racist/2019/08/20/6e31941a-beda-11e9-b873-63ace636af08_story.html

